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Simple and fast setup
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point
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personalized assistance.
Get your point of sale up-and-running in no time with
personalized assistance.

Quicker transactions
Speed through
more transactions each day on
Quicker
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ShopKeep’s rapid iPad register.
Speed through more transactions each day on
ShopKeep’s rapid iPad register.

Detailed Reporting
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ShopKeep’s in-depth reporting is accessible any time on
desktop or mobile.
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Inventory made easy
Save yourself
hours
each week with ShopKeep’s
Inventory
made
easy
automatic inventory tracking.
Save yourself hours each week with ShopKeep’s
automatic inventory tracking.

All the hardware you need
ShopKeep
offers everything
from kitchen printers to
All
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you need
barcode scanners.
ShopKeep offers everything from kitchen printers to
barcode scanners.

Smart Integrations
Automated
accounting saves hours. Gift cards & email
Smart
Integrations
campaigns spur repeat business.
Automated accounting saves hours. Gift cards & email
campaigns spur repeat business.

iPad Point of Sale:
Rated #1 by People like you
channel@shopkeep.com

Call us today! 231-526-2114
channel@shopkeep.com
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